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Two new collec ons from Murray Bodo and Michael McCarthy both show great compassion for
human needs and weaknesses
.
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These two recent collec ons deal, in diﬀerent ways, with the problems and failings associated with
growing older.
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Michael McCarthy’s The Healing Sta on arises from his residency at the Adelaide & Meath Hospital in
Dublin where he worked mostly among patients affected by stroke or dementia. McCarthy’s keen ear for
the sounds and rhythms of everyday speech enables him to record the experiences of people seeking to
cope with frustra ng symptoms. Even now, the ﬁgures are all lined up in his head // but the words get
snagged on the way to his throat.
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A recurring theme in Murray Bodo’s Autumn Train is the author’s awareness of his own increasing
frailty: these thoughts nagging / nagging/ preven ng sleep // these heartbeats / troubling/ scaring me
awake. The book, however, is not at all narrow or self-absorbed: instead Bodo uses each limita on as a
key to unlock some spiritual insight or else to free his mind to wander through fond memories of people
and places.
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McCarthy’s collec on begins with ‘Taking it all in’, a poem which takes note of
small details – as many of us do when ﬁrst visi ng a place which will be signiﬁcant
for us. In the hospital courtyard he observes a leathery snail which sniﬀs a le turn
… like a tram in slow mo on. This preﬁgures the way that stroke vic ms have to
pay uncommon attention to small challenges:
The key doesn’t fit the lock at first, but he’s determined.
It takes him a couple of tries to get the chain lock in place.
‘You’ve got to keep the burglars on their toes. They’re not
going to skip your place just because you’re incapacitated.’
These lines come from the poem ‘Willie Nelson’ which also quotes appropriately from a classic Country
& Western song: Li le things I should-a-said-n-done, I just never took the me. Such snatches of six es
popular songs frequently, provide tantalisingly accurate glimpses of an elusive past. In ‘Learning to
Dance’ we overhear a therapy session which seeks to recover lost vocabulary:
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Read:
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Knife:

Face, good man.
Book, good man yourself.
Cake, you’re flying it now.
Cut, excellent, very good.
You can practise this at home with the Missus.
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Other poems give eye-witness accounts of the me when a stroke occurred. Some mes these are in the
first person:

theatre
travel
writing

When I heard the word
Ambulance, I thought one of the lads in the back must have taken a turn.
‘I have a phone call to make,’ I said, but the words didn’t come out.
Only then did it dawn on me, it was me all the fuss was about.
...
I felt a bit of a Gom, to tell you the truth.

Year 2007
Year 2008
Year 2009
Year 2010
Year 2011

Sometimes we hear the third-person version:

Year 2012

I kept asking him what happened
but he didn’t answer me, his eyes just kept getting bigger.

Year 2013

They put him on a stretcher. I could see
he didn’t want them strapping him in,
he’s always hated confined spaces.

year 2015

Year 2014

The pacing and placing of the li le digressions are what McCarthy does par cularly well. He catches
the natural voice again when patients report on their progress. Sometimes there is rueful honesty:
‘Did you stick to the instructions?’ ‘I tried very hard.’
‘What about the beer and cigs?’ ‘I won’t lie to you.
I did as good as I could.’
Sometimes there is bland denial:
‘How am I doing is it? I’m doing fine.
It’s the missus wanted me to come.
She’s a nervous class of woman.’
Pa ents’ tumbled recollec ons can some mes throw up fragments of social history. An engineer
remembers electricity coming to the west of Ireland during the 1950s – the women are all for it.
Imagine being able to get up and boil the ke le without having to put down a ﬁre ﬁrst. And the
limitations of war-time recipes are humorously remembered:
My younger sister spent the whole war
wondering what an orange tasted like. I’d try to explain to her
it tasted orangy, but that only made her cross. What class of a taste
Is orangy, she’d ask, and so it went, round and round, a-ring-a-ring-a-rosy.
The book also touches on the rela onship between healing and Chris an faith; and the last few poems
are paired with accounts of miraculous healings taken from Luke’s gospel. A particularly powerful one is
triggered by the story of the Gerasene demoniac and the herd of pigs into which his evil spirits were
cast. McCarthy draws a parallel with the ﬁnancial madness of the ‘Cel c Tiger’ years whenthe whole
country was possessed; and he imagines a ruined investor ruefully saying the last of my pigs / went over
the cliff this morning.
One of the ﬁnest poems in the book is ‘Train Driver’, about a missionary driven to a nervous breakdown
by his experiences of civil war in Africa. His life seems to be a chaotic railway journey which begins:
He boards the train wearing a cassock. The white lace of his surplice
smudges on the grease of the cab door. The signals are changing
from Latin to Greek but it makes no odds, he’s top of the class in both.
The whole poem is an especial tour de force in a book full of percep ve warmth and compassion.
Occasionally the stories that McCarthy tells are in danger of sliding towards prose without quite
becoming prose-poems; and perhaps we are allowed to eavesdrop on a few too many rather similar
physiotherapy sessions. But these are very minor reserva ons about a poetry collec on which helps the
reader to understand a little more about the complexities of being human.
.
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‘Thus’, the opening poem in Murray Bodo’s Autumn Train, oﬀers three poe c
outtakes – examples of fragmentary memories that can haunt us in our old age.
Bodo’s recollec ons are: a glimpse of Pompeii’s desola on, with sand / blowing
like dust in a ghost / town; Green Lake, unable to mix limestone / surface with
bo om water / like a failed society; and London’s Clink prison oﬀering the rack
and brink of death each / day. Such isolated memories can stand out (some mes
quite inexplicably) from all the apparently similar experiences contained in our
long past life; and they reveal what has truly ma ered to us. They may also aﬀect
how we see and deal with what is in front of us in our diminishing future.
Bodo’s ‘Angle of View’ of present and future is nearly always lted towards God; and this inﬂuences his
sense of perspective:
Then the train’s lateness seems nothing
As when some large personal news
Is made small by God’s suffering
Bodo is clearly very aware of God as a living presence Who is capable of suﬀering. Yet his rela onship
with God is not completely cut and dried. In ‘Waking in the dark’ he asks
Was it you at the window
or me looking out at you
looking in at me looking?
And we find a similar slipperiness again in ‘night thoughts’
Something
slips away
an oiled
wrestler or
angel
who’s foiled
my need
to hold on
Small hours of the morning seem often to be times of insecurity:
Often in the third watch of the night
the waking – the knowledge he is dead
The silence of others sleeping wounds
what he thought was solid in him ...
The extracts already quoted give an indica on of Bodo’s poe c technique. His ghtly focussed – and
some mes enigma c – thoughts are o en expressed in syllabic verse and some mes enhanced by
skilful use of echoing repetitions. He occasionally makes use of quiet and unobtrusive rhymes.
Poetry itself is one of many themes that recur throughout the collec on. There is, for instance,
encouragement for anyone suffering writer’s block in Bodo’s mention of
...the poet who goes out
sunday morning in search of
poems and monday a poem
arrives on its own wings
And in ‘What the Mountain Hides’, Bodo also reveals that a poet might draw inspira on from clouds
which almost swagger into sonnets. Aﬀec onate tributes and elegies for several celebrated poets are
sca ered throughout the collec on: Tomas Tranströmer, Denise Levertov and Seamus Heaney, among
others.
Wild life, par cularly birds, makes quite frequent appearances. In derelict parts of the city, sparrows
make the barren walls sing / the empty houses occupied; and in winter, like musical notes on a stave,
They score cold telephone wires
when most other birds have flown
to warmer wires...
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Bodo’s fondness for small birds is, however, unsen mental enough for him also to be able to write with
aﬀec on about youthful shoo ng trips with his father, hun ng for quail that would drop to Mother’s
table // into the polenta sauce.
It is also the natural world which inspires the parable of ‘War and the Cen pede’ which is one of the
shortest poems in the book and one which is unusually direct. It must either be quoted in full or not at
all:
It was harmless
but it scared him
and had too many legs
and wasn’t of his kind
so he had to kill it
before it came at him.
There are some interes ng intersec ons between the experiences described in Autumn Train and those
of the pa ents in The Healing Sta on. Bodo is aware both that mental powers fade with age and also
that tricks can be played to keep mind thinking it’s young. For instance:
I walk each day as if to say
nothing’s changed, I’m still here walking
And when travelling through Italy in the autumn it matters
that routes don’t change when one is
older and return poses
questions and doubts about time
left for Assisi next fall
And when Bodo speaks of mes of change when we choose to dance anew … a new deliberate dancing
we may be reminded of one of the physiotherapy sessions where McCarthy describes stroke vic ms
having to think again about movements that were once automatic.
In the end, Autumn Train is a deeply though ul poe c study of the mysterious intertwining of past,
present and future. Bodo catches something of our ambiguous rela onship with the past in a single
concrete image over just a few skilful lines:
As the train is still standing
just after it has left town
...
so memory keeps the past here
where its absence lingers like
a train that has just departed
A few pages further on he seeks to integrate past and future. He reﬂects on the eventual fate of those
already departed ones who have continued to live on in our memories:
When I die there will be no one
To remember you as I do
You then will die with me
You my mother and father
and then goes on to suggest that the avoidance of this apparent double ex nc on takes place in God’s
eternal memory. The poems in this collec on are wri en from a viewpoint that is clearly Chris an but
which is neither dogma c nor exclusive. The poems are full of understanding of human frailty even
while they explore deep and diﬃcult ques ons. On ﬁrst reading they may present the reader with more
challenges than those oﬀered by McCarthy’s largely narra ve-based pieces; but they amply repay a
second (and subsequent) re-reading.
Michael Bartholomew-Biggs

London Grip Poetry Review – Fyfe
Victor Hugo at Villers-la-Ville until August 16 and Le Malade Imaginaire at Villers-la-Ville
until August 8.
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